Ta 'am Latino

The Latin American Shabbat

Hazzan Gastón Bogomolni
This CD is the result of four enjoyable years of hard work. "American Shabbat," portrays a mix of who I am: a Latin American carefully chosen to depict the meaning of each liturgical part of this CD inspire people around the world to sing the Shabbat and learn the rich music of our Latin American countries.

Special thanks to:
God for inspiring me and giving me the gift of sharing. Bob Belgrad for their continuous support. The Beth Shalom community for helping me to grow. My teachers and mentors for providing me guidance, time. Lena, Samuel & Emmanuelle for their daily smile, patience an
Vocals: Gastón Bogomolni
Back up vocals: Romina Szerman, Janina Levin, Jorge Romero, Norberto Vogel, Javier Gerenstein.
Clarinet: Bruno Linetzky
Saxes: Oscar Kreimer
Trumpets: Americo Bellotto & Francisco “Pancho” Martinez
Flute: Walter Wainstein
Violín: Adolfo Halsband
Zikus & Quenas: Carlos Flores & Paulo Carri
Charango: Carlos Flores & Christian Avolio
Piano, Keyboards, Bandoneón and programming: Norberto Vogel
Accordion: Nestor Acuña
Guitars: Hernán Reinaudo, Ariel Acuña & Christian Avolio
Contrabass & Electric bass: Roberto Amerise
Percussion & Drums set: Gabriel Navelquis, Juan Saulquin, Jorge Romero

In Taam Latino: The Latin American Jew. Each rhythm was a poem. It is my wish that the music bebat prayers, by also
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ade for trusting me with all his El Family of Omaha for allowing My Mom for being there all the unconditional love!
1. Shalom Alechem (Murga) Omar Faruk Tekbilek
2. Suite Leil Shabbat (Milonga/Candombe/Tango) Norberto Vogel
3. Tzadik Katamar (Chacarera) Norma Brooks*
4. Lecha Dodi (Ranchera) Norberto Vogel/Gastón Bogomolni
5. Ilu Finu (Bossanova) Norberto Vogel
6. Haleluyia (Samba) Norberto Vogel
7. Misheberach L’Emmanuelle (Balada) Gastón Bogomolni
8. Sim Shalom (Tango) Norberto Vogel
9. Ein Kelohenu (ChamamE) Norberto Vogel
10. Etz Chayim (Bolero) Norberto Vogel
11. Adon Olam (Salsa) Norberto Vogel/Gastón Bogomolni
12. Havadala L’Shmuel (Carnavalito) Gastón Bogomolni

*Arrangement based on Ramón Tasat & Norma Brooks’ version from CD "Mi Tuv Nehorakh" www.ramontatasat.com

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING...

"Cantor Gastón Bogomolni's music is a breath of fresh air. He both inspires and stimulates the senses and spirit. He's got rhythm, he's got talent, better still... He's got RUACH!"

Rabbi Felipe Goodman
Temple Beth Sholom, Las Vegas

“What a wonderful collection of melodies from Cantor Gastón Bogomolni! His enthusiastic spirit and beautiful voice combine to produce music that gives me spiritual goose bumps! Highly recommended!”

Dr. Ron Wolfson
President, Synagogue 3000
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Cantor Gastón Bogomolni - info@gbogo.net
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